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 APR Report for the Academic Year 2020-2021 
2021-2022 Cycle 

 

Section I: Program Description 

 
IA1. Program Title 
 

 

 
IB. Program Contact (Your first and last name) 
 

 

 
IC. Program Mission Statement 
 
Provide the Program’s Mission Statement.  
 

 

 
ID. Program Summary 
 
Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed.  
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Section II: Looking Back—2020-2021 

 
IIA. Present the Results (Rubric Criterion 3) 
 
Provide a descriptive summary of the outcomes from the 2020-2021 cycle of program review –if your program’s 2019-20 
goals have been funded, please provide updates here as well.  
 

 

 
IIB. Probe the Results: I Wonder . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 3) 
 
In this section, judge whether the activities you implemented in 2020-2021 to reach your goals were effective. Did the 
activities have an effect on the outcome? Please describe WHY you believe your outcomes came out the way they did. 
Did you reach your goals? If yes, explain why. If you did not reach your goals, explain why. 
 

 

 
IIC. Ideate Innovations: What if . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 5) 
 
In this section, describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 2021-2022 outcome measures.  
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Section III: Looking Forward—2021-2022 

III. List Your 2021-2022 Goals—Be Quantitative!

List your 2021-2022 APR goals in terms of their expected changes on the outcome measures as indicated earlier. Each 

goal that requires resources, impacts other areas, or otherwise is substantive requires the submission of an APR Goal 

form. Keep in mind the scoring rubric criteria: 

1. The relationship between program review narrative and the APR Goal is evident and strongly supported by

evidence.

2. The APR Goal directly implements institutional planning document goals.

3. The outcome directly implements institutional planning outcomes, and is transferrable and/or scalable

institutionally.

4. APR Outcome indicators, methods and/or timelines use institutional measures, transferrable/scalable institutionally

5. Before/after benchmarks and timelines are completely specified, identical methods, transferrable/scalable.
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Section IV (Optional): Evaluation of Program Review and Planning Process 

 
IVA. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 
 
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process worked best and 
why? 
 

 

 
IVB. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 
 
In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process would you change 
and why? 
 

 

 


	IA1 Program Title: APP TECH Energy Technology AS Degree & Certificates
	IB Program Contact Your first and last name: Terry Davis
	Provide the Programs Mission Statement: The Energy Technology program does not have a separate mission from the College's Mission Statement. As such its mission is to fulfill the College's mission: “to creating a community of learners by enriching the lives of all students we serve through career technical education.”
	Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed: In the fall of 2019, the Dean of Instruction and CTE, Jessica Grimes, received funds for an Energy Technology Faculty Champion. Adjunct instructor of Energy Technology, Terry Davis, is in this role for the academic year of 2019-2020. As such, he has been working closely with advisory board members, the Oil Tech Academy, the Holmes Western Foundation, and doing community outreach to increase enrollment.

As a result of these efforts it has been determined that the program will be broadened into a more inclusive role, along with a proposed name change to Industrial Electronics.
	goals have been funded please provide updates here as well: Although some courses offered by the program have been canceled due to low attendance (less than 5 students), the advisory board has reviewed and endorsed the proposed name change to the program (Industrial Electronics).
	Did you reach your goals If yes explain why If you did not reach your goals explain why: As mentioned in the previous section, there have been strategic interventions at the program level with the reduction of pathways and articulation that suggest some momentum is underway. 

Classes were offered as opposed to the following year, so there was some success.
	In this section describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 20212022 outcome measures: Continued support from leadership at the school to achieve the name change, along with participation with Advisory Board members to advertise the new direction of the program. 

Outreach to Taft High School and other High Schools in the area to generate interest in Industrial Electronics.
	2021-22 Goals: Continue the process of changing the program name from Energy Technology to Industrial Electronics. 
Develop a broader relationship within the Advisory Board to include but not limited to: Electrical, Renewable energy, Instrumentation/Automation/Control Systems, Manufacturing, and Agricultural companies.
	What worked best and why: Brandy Young in Institutional Research and Dr. Vicki in Learning Support have both been supportive and empowering in working through this year’s review. Brandy’s wizardry with eLumen helps us to not only retrieve data, but also to groom it and analyze it so that meaningful reports come from data queries. Dr. Vicki keeps the SLO spirit alive and percolating on the campus as we continue to innovate and improve this program.  
	What would you change: As previously discussed, the program is in need of changes and the propsed name change for the program is ongoing.


